Curiosity of the place and information for your stay

Saturday 14 July 2018

THE CAMPERS
Year VI
Number 47
S. Camillo de Lellis
cantinacoppola.it

lamasseria.net
Campsite Director: Lucio Coppola

Winery Director: Giuseppe Coppola

Sea: not very rough
Wind: N 18 km/h

Reception: Paola La Cagnina

Dawn: 5:30
Sunrise: 20:17

Sky: clear
Temperatures: 22°-31°

Nanni, Giuseppe, Annarita, Lucio, Paola, Niccolò, Lucia, Martina and Chiara
offer a warm welcome and wish everyone a pleasant holiday.

FOOTBALL AS JOB. SINCE WHEN?
With the World Cup dripping up, the final fever rising and the purchase of Ronaldo by Juventus, football does not stop making people talk about it in our country, despite the fact that we
are out of the tournament and with the championship on the summer break. The novelty that
has aroused the most clamour is certainly the purchase of the Portuguese footballer, even if
there have been protests about the excessive price paid. Since when has the sporting dimension of football become business? If we look back in time, the life for the first professional
footballer was not all roses and flowers, on the contrary. For Fergus Suter, leaving his job as a
stonemason in Scotland to be paid as a footballer by a London team in the second half of the
19th century meant a lot of criticism and indignation, because until then football was only a
sport that was practiced only out of passion by students of the best English schools, and that's
why we play 11: the dormitories of the schools in question were made up of 10 boys plus the
person responsible. From that moment on, however, it began to legitimize the practice of the
footballer of the trade, and therefore paid.

TODAY, IN HISTORY
On July 14, 1789, one of the

Horoscope, what the stars say most famous events in hiToday's sign is SCORPION. Your
search for happiness can be said to
have just begun, to continue without
making any compromises, straight on
your path.

story took place: the Parisians rose up, in full revolutionary ferment, targeting
the symbol of the despotic
power of the time, the Bastille.

Stay up to date on the events and promotions of the campsite and winery!
Go to www.cantinacoppola.it or www.lamasseria.net and subscribe to our newsletter!

La Masseria is also on

...follow us!

Distribution
Free

TODAY IN CAMPSITE
Down: our playground
in the next page: walls of Gallipoli

PERLA DELLO
JONIO
DAILY TASTE

"A meal without wine
is like a day without
sun".
Rediscover the taste
and culture of wine as
a food, with specific
properties, to be consumed daily during
meals as well as as as
a pleasure in itself or
as a treat for connoisseurs. In addition to
the satisfaction of
drinking a good wine
of great quality, there
is also the satisfaction
of paying a fair price.
This is the daily wine!
Excellent value for
money and authentic
taste, produced in full
respect of the vineyard
and the land without
alterations. The Perla
line has four labels.
Primitive, Negroamaro, red and pink, and
white.

MORNING-BEACH
9:30 Good morning
Masseria!
9:45 Stretching (beach)
10:00/12:00
Miniland (4-10 years)
Juniorland (11-17 years)
Playing in the beach
10:00 Radio Nostress

16:00-18:30
Miniland (4-10 years)
playing in pool (swimmingpool bar)
Juniorland (11-17 years)
Wooden ball and beach volley (swimming-pool bar)
17:00 Masseria swim fitness
pt.2 (3 circuit)

Ore 17:15
Briscola tournament
11:00 Masseria swim fitness (Theatre)
pt.1 (pilates G.A.G.)
EVENING-THEATRE
SPECIAL OFFERS
11:30 Baby Dance
21:05 Opening night
11:45 Aperitif game
Daily Offers
21:25 Baby dance
Muller Mix €1,00
AFTERNOON
Wafers sack €1,39 SWIMMING POOL
22:00 Presentation variety
Compatible capsules 16:00 Good afternoon
and after all on the beach
mixed drinks
Masseria
by Marcello
€3,50

Market

Travel tips

RECIPE OF TODAY
Potato croquettes
(da Velocissimo.it)
Ingredients: 1kg potatoes, 330gr flour 00, salt,
Breadcrumbs, fresh mint
Boil one kg of potatoes and knead with a third of flour and season
with salt. The potatoes must be crushed and kneaded hot. Work the
dough adding some fresh mind (if desired) until you reach a good
amalgam. Now process the dough until you get pieces similar to the
gnocchi and wanting a bit 'longer. Pass them quickly through the
breadcrumbs. Fry for a few minutes in boiling oil.

THE WALLS OF GALLIPOLI
The historic centre of Gallipoli is not only an island connected to
the mainland by a bridge, it is also a fortified city. The visitor immediately realizes this additional feature already crossing the bridge, at the sight of the imposing manor that served as a fulcrum in
the security system of the city. The walls and ramparts did the rest.
Today they clearly no longer have that end that they had 500 years
ago, yet the walls that still surround the old town inside, despite
their age, continue to protect it as much as chin from the sea, when
furious seems to want to attack every street and house. The need for
this construction emerged after the siege of the Turks of Otranto in
1480, and in fact thanks to them the city was able to withstand numerous sieges, or at least give a hard line to those who then managed to conquer the center, like the Venetians in 1484. Until 1887
they were twice as high, reaching the roofs of the houses, today
they are a natural balcony that surrounds the city and allows everyone to overlook the sea.

EVENTS

> In Mesagne, in the
setting of the garden of
Villa Carrozzo, tonight
starts the "Sagra della
Salsiccia
rosto"
(roast sausage festival), cooked to perfection by the cooks of
the Auser association.
Of course there will be
music with the duo
"The sweet notes".
Entrance and tasting
for a fee. Info:
368/7866268
Starting from 20:00
> Tonight in Salice
Salentino ther e will
be the "Festival of wine and ciciri and
tria", or ganized by
the pro loco. At the
multi-purpose centre in
Via Pasquale Leone,
local specialities such
as chickpeas with tria
(a special pasta) and
popular music.
> In Collepasso, we
remain instead on the
subject of festivals,
there will be that of
Saracen Flavours, at
the spaces of the park
Wood. Organized by
the Committee of the
patron saint to raise
funds for the festival in
September, the evening offers local flavors and folk music,
for all tastes!

USEFUL INFORMATION AND NUMBERS
SERVICES
TIME:
Restaurants:
(self service):
13:00-15:00
19:30-22:30
1489 Food Pop
20:00 - 23:30
(0833-204643)
Vigneto del gusto
from 19:30
closed on Monday
(392 950 6940)

Reception:
08:00 - 12:00
16:00 - 20:00
Beach Bar:
8:00-20:00
Market:
7:30 - 21:00
(only Saturday)
Swimming pool
Bar
10:00 - 19:00
Camping Bar
07:00 - 24:00

Weekly market
GALATONE
Zona Villa
Padre Pio
Info:
Municipal Police
0833.865028

Salento In Bus
Active every day.
Info line
344/2274620

Bike rent
Daily at the
sports ground
348/5906070

Barber (Diego): 347-9552413
Hairdresser (Maria):349-5790433
Beautician (Alessia): 349-2666262

INCLUDED IN BRACELET SERVICE
> Swimming pool:
10:00 - 19:00
> Wine tasting (Winery)
10:00 - 12:30
17:30 - 18:30
> Animation

> Shuttle service a/r Gallipoli:
8:00-9:00-10:00
19:00-20:00-21:00-22:0023:00-24:00
> Free entry:
Coppola Collection Hall;

Civic Museum;
Sea Museum.
Open everyday
10:00-13:00/17:00-24:00
Cruschers 10:00-13:00
15:00-22:00

The winery is accessible by walking along the road beyond the parking area.
Not allowed in swimsuit - Not suitable for children

THE DOCTOR is in the camping from 18:30 to 20:30
MEDICAL GUARD: from Monday to Friday from 20:00 to 8:00
Saturday and Sunday h24 TEL. 0833 266250
Near Lungomare Marconi, monumental entrance of the old hospital
and h24 in the historical centre, via S. Angelo (05/06-15/09) TEL. 0833 260263
Pharmacy on duty: DEL CUORE Via Giorgio da Gallipoli 18 GALLIPOLI
REMEMBER:
1. Cars can circulate inside the camping area only at the moment of arrival and departure from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 4 p.m. to midnight.
2. During the hours of rest, from 14 to 16 and from 24 to 7:30 is strictly forbidden any
annoying noise.
3. The price of the stay is calculated from the moment of arrival until 10 a.m. of the following day; the stay, even partial after 10 a.m., implies the payment of the entire price of
the stay.
4. Guests or visits are not allowed from 12/08 to 15/08.
Emergency 118
Carabinieri 112
Police 113
Finance Guard 117
Firemen 115
Coast Guard 1530

Veterinarian 340 1390835
Municipal Police 0833 275545
LPG Distr ibutor 0833 262073
Station of Gallipoli FSE 0833 266214
Station of Lecce 0832 303403
Pro Loco 0833 263007

